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You asked for it!

We have included the new Australian Standard for the 
installation and finishing of plasterboard because it has been 
on the streets since April 2017 and there have been significant 
changes since the 2007 standard. Thanks to the AWCI ANZ 
Technical Committee for all the hard work in identifying the 
additions and for this, being the very first plastering standard 
with the drawings and pictures in colour.

Danny Simpson and his team at NAC have provided the 
front cover. Their story about the Gold Coast’s Pacific Fair 
redevelopment is an interesting read and the photos are 
stunning!

Kevin Avery, Specialist Consultant has been writing articles for 
some time. In the last edition he discussed purchase orders 
and walking off site, the latter attracting plenty of interest. This 
round has Kevin working through late job starts on page 17, and 
getting progress claims right on page 40.

In Another Era we have provided a link to a fascinating video 
regarding Ancient Estimators. I encourage you to marvel at the 
way things were done thousands of years ago. See page 37.

Chris Morgan our new AWCI ANZ Technical Manager 
explains the past and present on WHSE and how it is now 
incomprehensible to imagine how we used to turn up to work. 
See page 19.

As technology evolves in the construction industry the good 
news is that we will have a standard platform for the import 
and export of BIM authoring applications being in IFC format on 
page 31.

The national conference is gearing up so make sure to read all 
about it in this edition and join us at Hamilton Island on the  
8 - 11 October on page 13.

Doug Smith
Editor, On the Surface
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COVER 
STORY

North Australian Contracting Pty Ltd completed the 18 month redevelopment of 
the $670m Pacific Fair Shopping Centre project for the Joint Venture partners of 
Scentre/Westfield Group and AMP Capital in 2016.  
The project consisted of an extensive Scope of Works 
including cold room panelling, underslab insulation, 
veneered plywood, timber beams, aluminium composite 
panelling and stainless steel. NAC was tasked with a 
Design and Construct contract of major retailers and 
the malls in a project that has revolutionised the Gold 
Coast. 

North Australian Contracting (NAC) won two categories 
for this project at the last Queensland awards of 
Excellence evening, Commercial development - contract 
value greater than $4m and Specialist linings. They then 
went on to win the national award category for specialist 
linings. 

The construction of the Shopping Centre for Scentre 
Group was extremely challenging with numerous 
handover dates applied that had to be realised, 
regardless of any hiccups or delays. This resulted in 

working 24 days straight including multiple shifts in 
order to achieve non-negotiable milestones that were 
set over a year in advance. NAC required extensive 
design support and customer service from major 
suppliers including Rondo Building Services and CSR 
whose assistance was critical to a successful project.  
Danny Simpson, Managing Director of NAC commented, 
“the ceilings in the main thoroughfares came together 
using Rondo designed metal services as did David Jones 
and the passive fire detail provided by CSR along with 
their curved sheeting and lightweight systems allowed 
us to produce the winning finish.

Lighting was a nightmare in many areas and the area in 
the main walkways directly exposed to the sun with no 
glancing light issues is a testament to our staff. 

As with all these types of projects timely deliveries of 
materials are so important and we are most appreciative 

Challenging project yields 
excellent results
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for the efforts of Matt Mahoney and Dave Blindell at CSR 
and Stuart Boyce at Rondo for their assistance.” 

The funnel atrium void near the food court was one of 
the most challenging features constructed by NAC in 
over 30 years involving various radii to a sloping face 
involving numerous services and smoke plenums. 
NAC worked closely with the interior designers and 
architects of this project to ensure what had been drawn 
and schematically designed could be delivered and be 
the “marquee zone” that the client requested. 

The AWCI judges for this project were amazed with 
the sheer volume of materials and the scope of the 
architectural design allowing different scenes to be 
displayed throughout the project and the skill of the 
NAC staff in stepping up to the plate to accommodate 
and interpret the architects wishes. For a project this 
size the judges noted the overall intricate detail, 
including even the small inconspicuous areas around 
the escalators between floors having boxed out 
sections, bulkheads and returns. 

“NAC has a dedicated team of employees some of 
whom have been with us for 27 years and it is with their 
help and the design team in the office that we are able 
to take on and achieve success on these multi-million 
dollar projects,” said Simpson.

The Pacific Fair project is comfortably within 
the scope of work NAC delivers and is happy to 
tender for similar or other projects.
Please contact Danny Simpson
07 3806 1366
danny.simpson@nwci.com.au

Challenging project yields big rewards cont.
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We regularly hear comments, “I have 
finished the job 2, 3, 5 or 6 years ago 
and the builder/owner has demanded 
I come back to fix some cracks in the 
walls or ceiling.... I do not have a 
warranty. 
You may not be aware, if you do not enter into an 
express written warranty that limits your liability, then 
you are at the mercy of Common Law, which says you 
will make right any defects within a reasonable period 
of time and that could mean from six months up to the 
life of the building so it is extremely important when 
you do a job that you let the end user/customer be 
aware of what they are entitled to.

Over the years most plastering contractors have avoided 
discussing warranties and hope the customer does not 
bring them up either.

A warranty (and more importantly – limitations on 
liability) should be set out in an express written 
contract. Terms of trade set out on your invoice are 
irrelevant and of no legal effect whatsoever.

Your warranty should spell out all of the conditions that 
you are prepared to return to the site to rectify defects.

Part of your warranty should include the products 
that you use on site, which could read similar to the 
following.

“Materials used on this project are covered by the 
relevant Manufacturers’ warranties. Please contact them 
for further details.”

For your own reference you may also wish to contact 
your material supplier/ manufacturer and ask them for a 
copy of their product guarantee, to have on hand.

Quite often, defects are not under your control 
and a warranty is a good place to identify those 
circumstances. For example, most internal linings 
are purely decorative and structural movement of the 
framing can lead to cracked internal linings that you 
may be asked to return to site to rectify.

You may state in your warranty (plasterboard is used in 
this example) the following.

Plasterboard which consists of chalk and cardboard is 
a decorative product rather than a structural product, 
and as such is at the mercy of structural movement, 
truss settlement & flexing, creep, reactive soils, 
increased wind velocity, ceiling traffic, using the ceiling 
sheeting as part of racking resistance requirements, 
live loading of down lights, insulation, air conditioning 
ducting, vents and the like exceeding the plasterboard 
manufacturers allowances. Anything in the background 
(including shrinkage and settling) which will transfer to 

the plasterboard and cause cracking, splitting, buckling 
and crushing including screw popping is outside the 
scope of the plastering contract.

It’s important that your warranty states the standards to 
which you performed the work for example.

“The workmanship on this project conforms to the 
requirements of Australian Standard AS/NZS 2589:2017 
with a default level 4 finish.”

Last but not least, state the time period that your 
warranty operates for.

For new work
When a new project is handed over and materials and 
installation comply with required standards, most 
states have a legislated 12 month defects period and 
any defects becoming evident within that period are 
rectified via the builder. At the conclusion of this 12 
month defects period, plasterboard workmanship is 
considered acceptable and any further work required is 
regarded as maintenance and at the owners/customers 
expense. 

You may want to use similar to the following as part of 
your new work warranty, which can be handed over to 
the builder or other stake holder.

“The plastering workmanship on this new project has a 
defects liability period of 12 months (or whatever your 
state legislation states) from hand over and after this 
period has elapsed any work required will be at your 
expense.”

For renovations and repairs
When the job is a renovation or repair it does not have 
the coverage of a new home builder’s defects liability 
period. In these circumstances it may be up to the 
plasterer’s discretion to determine the warranty period, 
be it at job completion or a nominated time frame, for 
example 30 days from plasterwork completion.

Please contact the AWCI, should further information be 
required.

This article covers some of the common issues 
regarding warranties and does not purport to address 
all issues. Please discuss with your legal advisor prior to 
the preparation of your individual warranties.

Warranties 
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Q   I have been talking to our painter on site in central 
NSW, who has recently commenced using airless 
spray equipment and techniques. The finish now is 
nowhere near as good as it was previously but the 
painter says it reduces the time on site and uses 
less paint. All the little blemishes show up now. 
Any Ideas?

A  For airless spray application pressure is used to 
force paint through a fine orifice causing the paint 
to atomize into very fine droplets. No air is added 
to the paint. The method provides speed and the 
ability to atomize a wide variety of coatings and gives 
a smoother and more uniform coat compared with 
brushing and rolling. Overspray and paint bounce 
back need management. 

 

For broad-wall and ceiling areas in critical light 
conditions, airless spray application require all coats 
to be back-rolled, which also assists with touch up as 
an entire wall does not need repainting when back 
rolled, as a texture is created.

 Your letter suggests that back rolling is not occurring, 
which means it is not compliant. We suggest you talk 
through the brochure we sent you with your painter 
mate, regarding the decoration of drywall surfaces 
and also bring to his attention the texture pictures  
we provided.

Q   I have been a commercial contractor for the past 
20 years and have noticed recently that there is 
an incredible increase in mark ups in the projects 
particularly on the higher floors, whereas the 
lower floors were all acceptable. Have you noticed 
this in your site inspections?

A  Many contracts in high rise are cut to the bone just 
to win the work so the profit is minimal and usually 
relies on variations to add a little more to the bottom 
line.

Q   I am employed as a sander for a plastering 
company and I noticed your great article regarding 
oversanding and overworking the joints, a couple 
of editions back.

 Since I have left a little more on the joints many 
have commented on how good the joints are 
looking now and have I bought a new sander.  
Are there any other things I should consider  
when sanding?

A  Another problem which we call “starved joints” in the 
industry is when there is insufficient compound in the 
joints.

 When starved joints are sanded it instantly exposes 
the edges of the recesses. When you see this issue 
please let the setter know to allow a slightly thicker 
spread through the box.

Ask the Panel...

Airless spray will not give quality of 
finish compared with methods using air 
to atomize the paint. Roller application is 
still considered the best.
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The Chadstone Shopping Centre in south-east Melbourne is again the largest 
in Australia, with the completion of a new retail and food area, and a ten-storey 
office building and hotel opening in 2017. 
When the project commenced in 2015, it was imperative 
to have the new extension to the shopping centre 
completed by November 2016 to cater for the Christmas 
shopping season. 

Because the existing parts of the shopping centre 
had to remain open and operational throughout the 
15-month redevelopment phase, there was little room 
for storage and the logistics of supply and delivery were 
critical success factors.

ProBuild Project Site Manager Peter Free says, “ProBuild 
was engaged by the Gandel and Vicinity Group in 2014 
to start the Stage 38 and 40 projects of Chadstone. The 
project value was around the $400 million mark and the 
timeline was to be open ready for Christmas 2016.”

Probuild subcontracted internal walls and ceilings to 
Arc Plastering, a national company specialising in large 
commercial developments. Arc had not used USG Boral 
products previously, but the critical logistics and supply 
considerations in the Chadstone project made them 
open to the supply solutions offered by USG Boral.

The USG Boral Technical Support team also helped with 
another major challenge faced in the project’s final 
stages - rapid turnaround of design solutions. Tenant 
requirements within the retail and food areas would 
change, so design specifications had to adapt ‘on the 
fly’.  The team created new solutions then produced the 
designs and specifications within a four-hour window.

During the last months of the project, when the pressure 
was on to meet the pre-Christmas shopping deadline, 
Arc Plastering worked around the clock and had up to 
130 workers on site at any given time. 

Director of Arc Plastering, Pat Moore said, “There was a 
short time to achieve programs, hampered by probably 
the wettest winter we had in 100 years. We managed 
this by two-weekly forecasting. We never doubted our 
ability to get the job done. Our issue was whether we 
could get access to do our job.”

USG Boral attended daily meetings with Arc, with 
Andrew Smyth, USG Boral’s Commercial Manager, 
working closely with Arc and USG Boral’s manufacturing 
plants to ensure runs of specialised plasterboard to 
meet building code regulations for fire-safety, acoustics 

USG Boral helps with technical 
advice and logistics to meet tight 
deadlines

“USG Boral helped greatly with design, 
delivery and support. And as a result 
we brought the job in on a deadline. It 
was pretty tight but we got there… the 
planning and the timing were pretty 
much perfect and the centre opened 
on time, so the client was happy and 
the tenants were happy.” Pat Moore, 
Director Arc Plastering.
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USG Boral helps with technical advice and logistics to meet tight deadlines cont.

and wet areas were available in sufficient quantities 
to meet project deadlines. Says Andrew, “In a retail 
environment, it’s critical that building codes are met for 
the safety of patrons.”

Pat Moore says “USG Boral had the product available 
whether it was a two-hour or four-hour fire rating, the 
acoustic DBA levels that we needed… it was there on the 
shelf and onsite pretty much straight away.”

Arc Plastering Project Manager, Dave Goss explained 
that getting materials in could be difficult. “When we 
were expecting semi-trailers of plasterboard we’d book 
crane-lift time. But structural materials like concrete 
or steel took priority… because you have to build the 
external structure first. USG Boral was very patient; they 
allowed us to keep the trucks onsite. We constantly had 
to maintain our material levels to keep our employees 
working. But USG Boral helped us out all the way to the 
end.”

Peter Free concurs. “The relationship we developed with 
USG Boral and their representatives was strong. They 
were always present when we needed them. They came 
to site to work with us and Arc, directly. The experience 
that I had with USG Boral onsite was probably second to 
none… I have no hesitation in recommending USG Boral 
to other contractors.”

Creating  Australia’s largest shopping centre
Project  Chadstone Shopping Centre Redevelopment 

Stages 38 & 40
Location Victoria, Australia
Builder ProBuild
Contractor Arc Plastering
Year 2016
Products  115,000m2 of USG Boral lining products 

including FIBEROCK® and SHEETROCK® 
plasterboard and compounds

Scope  60,000m2 new floor area
  25,000m2 retail space
   8-cinema complex including IMAX and two 

dining precincts
  Additional car parking
  10-storey office tower



President’s Report
Steve Langridge, President, AWCI Australia and New Zealand

As we arrive at the mid-way point in 2017, 
I am pleased to announce that the AWCI 
ANZ has regained a full complement of 
staff.  Since Leonie’s appointment in 
late February, she has strengthened the 
national office team with the addition of 
Angela Gardner as the Marketing, Events 
and Communications Manager and  

Chris Morgan’s appointment in May as our new 
Technical Manager.

It therefore seems timely to introduce the full team to 
you.

This team is working collaboratively with our various 
stakeholders, corporate partners, working committees 
and members but importantly ensuring the national 
association is focused on deliverables that will further 
enhance and strengthen our collective industry. 

This brings me to highlight one of the biggest challenges 
that we face - the lack of trade licensing. The AWCI ANZ 
commissioned a report into the economic benefits of 
trade licencing. We now have this final report and one 
of the most important items on our strategic plan and 
agenda is to again focus on pushing for licensing in our 
trade.

I fail to see why it’s essential for plumbers and 
electricians to be licensed, but not plasterers. The 
very fact that they must be licensed, and that to get 
licensed they must be formally trained, ensures that 
all plumbers and electricians are required to complete 
an apprenticeship. The Government would argue that 

it’s a safety issue unique to these trades but I argue 
that it’s an apathy issue. An effective licensing scheme 
sets a minimum bench mark of performance, learned 
competencies and skills, workplace and safety practices 
to work in the trade. 

It is disappointing that we don’t reward or acknowledge 
formal training. We pay everyone the same or almost 
irrespective of their qualifications and knowledge. 
This is most commonplace in the commercial industry 
where the spread or difference between a labourer and 
a fully competent tradesman is minimal. If we as an 
industry don’t value and recognise these people who 
work hard and commit to formal training - who will? If we 
don’t take this step as a collective, we will all pay for it 
through the loss of skills and the loss of a competitive 
business environment.

We face skill shortages across most of the country, 
which is evident in state reports and feedback from 
members’ forums. We need to attract a vibrant 
workforce to our industry and urgently train more 
apprentices. Many contractors I talk to complain that 
they can’t get enough tradies, yet when asked how 
many apprentices they train, they respond with “none”. 
This is an issue that must be addressed and we are all 
responsible. 

At our recent AWCI ANZ Registered Training Organisation 
steering committee meeting, I was further made aware 
that very few young people want to take up the trade. 
The challenge is consistent across all trades, however, I 
have attended trade-based schools and upon talking to 
the students realised that they have little idea of what 
we do.

I believe we need to introduce an awareness program, 
whereby we utilise our representatives from every state 
executive and staff to make contact and visit schools in 
order to engage with the students, and teaching staff 
and showcase The Best Kept Secret DVD with the clear 
aim of promoting our trade and its benefits.

I, along with the Executive Committee, am hugely 
excited about the upcoming Annual National Conference 
at Hamilton Island on 8-11 October. As I am writing 
this article we are putting the finishing touches on 
an invigorating and professional program including a 
‘ramped up’ partners’ program that will inform, relax 
and energise our families. We have almost sold out of 
exhibition booths and delegate registrations are very 
strong 5 months out. I invite you, your partners, and 
staff to join me and get MAX’d OUT on Hamilton Island 
with your industry colleagues!

Chris Morgan, 
Technical 
Manager

Tanya Chudasko, Chief 
Executive Registered 
Training Organisation

Leonie Foster, 
Executive 
Director 

Michelle 
Millmann, 

Administration 
Manager

Angela Gardner 
Marketing, 
Events and 

Communications 
Manager
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What’s New?
Shaping the future of drywall!
✓ Limitless design and creation capabilities!
✓ 80% saving on labour!
✓ Massive material cost savings!
Intex Flextos machines are designed to manufacture 
complicated drywall shapes and structure assemblies 
faster, less costly, more accurately, limited only by 
imagination. These machines are equipped with 
electronic controls, dust extraction, leaving a precision 
engineered clean-cut ready for gluing, and quick 
installation.

 Visit intex.com.au for more information

“Its specific feature is that it will bend and make all 
square corners and shapes; it can do all these complex 
shapes based on whatever the architect has specified.”
Campo - User at 30 Rockefeller Plaza NYC USA

“In five years, I see most companies either having 
one or having access to one, because it’s going to 
save you money; on labour, call-backs, materials, on 
everything.”
Walter - Labour Technical Collage

“This emerging technology is where the industry 
standard is going, and companies that adopt this 
quickly have the head start.”
Trent Salisbury - Intex Group Product Manager
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It seems to be rare for a job to start on time, these days. Projects starting or being 
ready for a trade contractor several months late is occurring more frequently. 

The job commences
The builder has not issued an updated program and 
is running around trying to get everyone to work faster 
(acceleration) to make up for lost time.  The threat of 
liquidated damages is bandied around in discussions.

Then trade contractors start contacting consultants to 
ask what can be done to get the builder off their back. 
That is when the bad news starts to arrive.

The second question is to ask whether or not these 
notices were given. The answer is almost invariably, 
they were not.

Then the challenges start.

Avoiding the pain
The most important lesson here is that the obligation 
to administer the contract by serving notices on time 
does not start once you commence work on site, in fact 
it commences as soon as the contract is signed even 
if starting work on site is potentially sometime in the 
future.  

Signing a contract that requires you to start on a 
particular day and finish by another particular day is 
subject to a delay if you are not able to commence on 
site on the start date as specified in the contract.

Therefore you must treat it as a delay and submit the 
notices required under the contract even though you 
have not started work on site. 

Contact your state office if you have questions regarding 
this article.

Kevin Avery
Specialist consultant

Firstly, what does the contract say about 
how a delay is to be dealt with. Usually 
there should a notice of delay at the start 
of the delay and an extension of time 
at the end of the delay. Those notices 
usually have to be given within certain 
time limits of the event.

Delayed Project Commencements 





It’s only 15 years since the introduction of void protection in double storey 
houses. 

In a previous life, my aim was to 
get rid of planks. So a scaffolding 
company came up with a platform to 
cover the void. 

We ended up with a platform and 
ladder access supplied. No more 
planks or climbing frames!

We then persuaded builders, over time, to put them in 
themselves. 

Before that, single planks were thrown across the void. 
Up to three people would walk across holding a sheet 
and nailing them up. The plank always deflected in the 
centre so the tallest man was in the middle to keep it 
level. Once hung, the stopper/setter/flusher would then 
walk over the plank on his stilts.

Footwear was either thongs or runners. It’s 
incomprehensible now - you would hope.

However, these unacceptable and illegal practices are 
still witnessed occasionally.

Residential builders are now frequently requesting 
all trades are inducted and several have their own 
induction processes. These are becoming available on 
line.

Many of these builders also do audits on their 
subcontractors to ensure compliance with their 
systems.

The AWCI produced an induction video some years ago 
“It’s not a Board Game” which is still current.

Several years ago, the Victorian Branch of the AWCI 
worked with the Swinburne University to review and 
recommend improvements to safety items.

This included step ups to replace “milk crates”.  Milk 
crates were designed to carry milk not people. When 
they collapse under weight; very serious leg lacerations 
occur and people could be off work for months.  These 
type of injuries may require major surgery. Please throw 
these in the nearest skip.

Safe use of stilts were accepted by WorkCover/ Worksafe 
in some states.  When people are trained correctly, the 
risk is managed. Training courses are available through 
the AWCI registered training organisation.

It is concerning that basic safety processes are still 
being ignored:
n Tagged leads (including the radio).
n Safety footwear
n No pets or children on site
n No alcohol or drugs.
n  Standing on the top step of step ladders (avoid three 

step ladders as this encourages this dangerous act).
n High Visability shirts are a basic requirement
n  Keeping the workplace clean as you go to eliminate 

slips, trips and falls.
n  Daily site risk assessments. Inspect the workplace 

before you start work every day and remove or control 
all the items that may cause an accident.

It’s time to ensure your business has a set of safety 
policies and procedures in place and is audit compliant.

Remember, people say that “safety is common sense” 
but unfortunately “common sense” isn’t common… too 
many people believe that “it will never happen to me”.

Stay Safe.

Chris Morgan
AWCI ANZ Technical Manager

OHSE on Residential Sites;  
where we have been and where 
we are now

19www.awci.org.au

Chris Morgan

Work safe
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The AWCI ANZ Registered Training Organisation will shortly commence a survey 
designed to gather information regarding the wall and ceiling industry’s training 
needs. This survey will assist us to plan the types of courses that will assist our 
industry to address chronic skills shortages in almost all states of Australia. 

According to the Australian Department of Employment 
there is a shortage of Fibrous Plasterers in all states 
except South Australia and Western Australia.

Many applicants were considered to be unsuitable 
because they lacked formal qualifications or failed trade 
tests. 

This highlights the need for a concerted and consistent 
effort to effectively train the wall and ceiling workforce. 

The AWCI ANZ RTO is uniquely positioned to offer 
training that meets the needs of our industry.  

We offer Certificate III qualifications in Wall and 
Ceiling Lining and Solid Plaster, and our short courses 
include:

n Quality Assure Fire Rated Lining

n Accredited Insulation Installers courses

n  Construction Induction (White Card) and facilitate 
the transfer of state CI cards to the nationally 
recognised White Card

n Install suspended ceilings

n Manual handling of plasterboard

Please contact us to discuss your training needs.

AWCI ANZ Trainers

AWCI ANZ RTO

Percentage of 
job vacancies 

filled within
4 weeks

ACT
45%

NSW
63%

QLD
57%SA

89%

TAS
43%

VIC
40%

WA
64%

Number of 
suitable 

applicants per 
job vacancy

ACT
0.5

NSW
0.7

QLD
1.0SA

2.3

TAS
<1

VIC
0.5

WA
1.1

Mark Toy Dom Dominico



There has been an ever ongoing topical debate with regard to the correct 
methodology of painting/decoration of lining surfaces typically being 
plasterboard and fibre cement. 
An effect known as Gloss Banding & Sheen Staining 
can be described as variations in gloss level of paint 
between the field of the plasterboard and jointed areas.

What is it? It is an effect where the trowelled/jointed 
areas of a typical plaster surface are quite noticeable 
compared to the lining material itself. It has the effect of 
the jointed area standing out and almost appearing like 
a gloss effect compared to the rest of the surface.

Why does it happen? The main reason can be linked 
with insufficient paint practice and usually as a result 
of little or no sealer undercoat; it is the difference in 
suction of the board paper and joint compound, the 
problem accentuated by strong side lighting with slight 
angle of incidence to the ceiling or wall surface.

In the past, another reason may have been the addition 
of non-compliant retarders or accelerators to the base 
materials at mixing stage. Manufacturers these days 
produce a wide variety of basecoats with a varying range 
of setting times, which has overcome the use or need 
for additives.

Plasterboard has a paper surface which of course is 
different to a trowelled/jointed area. Both these areas 
have different porosity rates and textural surfaces 
and therefore have different effects on the paint when 
applied.

The appearance is usually that of a gloss level variation 
on the jointed areas which is very noticeable to the 
human eye and can give an appearance of a checker 
board.

The Solution

As defined by the Australian Standards (AS2311: The 
Painting of Buildings) A three coat paint application is 
required including a first coat of sealer undercoat. If for 
any specific reason a sealer coat is required on its own 
then a coat of undercoat is applied over that and then 

the two finishing coats. Nowadays sealer undercoats 
have taken over from sealers and undercoats as the two 
processes can be applied in one coat, thus the name 
sealer undercoat.

Depending on variables such as temperature, humidity, 
drying time, type of paint and application etc., noticing 
this anomaly can vary greatly in time. It can be picked 
up shortly after paint is ‘finished’ and prior to further 
floor coverings and moving into the site. Worst case is 
well after the site is handed over to occupants and have 
moved in with furniture etc., rectifying the problem is 
then made considerably more difficult when occupied 
and furnished.

David Rodek
Distributor Channel Manager
BGC Plasterboard/Fibre Cement

Gloss banding & sheen staining

The solution to this is quite simple; 
apply a good quality sealer undercoat 
prior to any paint decoration. Before the 
top two coats of paint being applied, 
the surface needs to be prepared to 
be equalised and this of course is only 
accomplished by the application of 
sealer undercoats.
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Australia’s plasterboard pioneer, CSR Gyprock, celebrates 70 years of innovation 
and performance as the country’s leading plasterboard manufacturer – cementing 
its place at the forefront of the Australian building market.
From the introduction of the first paper-faced 
plasterboard to market in 1947 to its commitment 
to new technology development, CSR Gyprock has 
continued its strong tradition of evolving its product 
range to meet the needs of the ever-changing 
construction and building industry.

“   2017 is a very special year for CSR Gyprock 
and marks a time of reflection as we look 
back on many years of achievements in the 
Australian building industry,” 

says Najwa Khoury, General Manager - Marketing, 
Gyprock.

“  We have continued to invest in new 
technology to meet the needs of the building 
trade, which is reflected in the widespread 
use of Gyprock plasterboard across a 
number of large-scale projects – such as the 
restoration of the Sydney Opera House, the 
Melbourne Recital Hall and more recently, 
new Royal Adelaide Hospital and Perth 
Stadium.”

It’s this established history and leading industry 
reputation that showcase the importance of CSR 
Gyprock in many iconic Australian buildings.

“  Our longstanding history in the industry 
shows the importance placed on the 
relationships we have cultivated with 
our customers and the professionalism, 
performance and reliability they have come 
to associate with the Gyprock brand,”

explains Khoury.

Long-standing Gyprock customer, Cowra Plaster Works 
in regional NSW, has enjoyed a 50+ year association 
with the manufacturer. Established in 1947, after a brief 
respite during the war years, Ray Jones & Sons (later 
Cowra Plaster Works) commenced making plaster sheets 
and cornices before moving to factory-produced plaster 
products from Gyprock in the early 1960s, to better 
service the growing demand for quality plasterboard in 
the area. 

Paul Jones, the grandson of Ray Jones, joined the family 
business in 1996 after working in the banking sector for 
17 years, and took over from his father and uncles to run 
the business with his wife Kim.

“  My dad Bernie and his brothers got involved 
in the business after the war and established 
Cowra Plaster Works in 1947, around the time 
Gyprock was starting out,”

says Paul.

CSR Gyprock marks 70 years
of innovation
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“  I was in banking when my dad said to 
me, ‘There’s no better job than being a 
Gyprocker,’ and so I joined the business in 
the late 1990s and started out on the tools.  
I was the oldest apprentice in Cowra!”

The historic partnership between Gyprock and Cowra 
Plaster Works is testament to the mutual respect and 
trust the three successive generations of the Jones’ 
family have had for the manufacturer, who remain 
faithful Gyprockers to this day.

“  For the last 20 years my wife Kim and I have 
built a solid business with a great team 
focused on quality professional service and 
high performance products, and, as a result, 
we were named winners of the 2015 CSR 
ILS (Internal Lining Specialist) of the Year 
award,”

Paul says.

“  We have had a great partnership with 
Gyprock and look forward to continuing it for 
many more years to come.”

Known as a plasterboard pioneer, CSR Gyprock led the 
industry in 1968 with the launch of a revolutionary base 
coat product GB175, known today as Base Coat 45. In 
the late 1990s, Gyprock launched its Perforated and 
Flexible plasterboards and Wet Area Base Coat.  

Gyprock has long been committed to managing its 
impact on the environment and has continually been at 
the forefront of sustainable building practices, helping 
to drive standards higher.

In 2008, Gyprock launched the first Australian-made 
plasterboard to be certified by Good Environmental 
Choice Australia (GECA), the original EC08 with ReCore 
technology.

In 2011, Gyprock’s premium 10mm plasterboard product 
Superchek joined EC08 with a GECA certification, 
raising the bar for residential plasterboard through 
an environmental solution with a unique point of 
difference.

In 2014, Gyprock EC08 Complete and Gyprock Sensitive 
plasterboard products were approved by the National 
Asthma Council’s Sensitive Choice program, and 
Optimised Core technology was introduced into its 
leading Supaceil plasterboard.

As building and construction trends in Australia 
move towards greater efficiency across installation, 
delivery and energy usage, Gyprock continues to 
provide advanced solutions to the industry. In 2017, the 
manufacturer released its all-new, expanded edition 
of its design guide, the Red Book. The latest edition 
showcases Gyprock’s latest products and solutions, 
supported by other CSR brands, including Cemintel, 
Ceilector, Bradford, Hebel and AFS, as stalwarts of  
the Australian building industry.

“  CSR Gyprock is proud of its 70 year history in 
the Australian building industry, documented 
by the consistent innovation among our 
product range and by our longstanding 
relationships with plasterers, builders, 
architects and designers,” 

says Khoury. 

“  As the past 70 years has shown, we are well 
positioned to meet the challenges and needs 
of the Australian building and construction 
industry and look forward to supporting 
the building trade for the next 70 years and 
beyond.”



Key CSR Gyprock innovation timeline

1947 – CSR Gyprock paper-faced plasterboard

1964 – CSR Gyprock GB100 plasterboard cement

1968 –  CSR Gyprock Base Coat 45 – revolutionary 
base coat

1969 – CSR Gyprock stud adhesive system

1971 – CSR Gyprock low-sag plasterboard

1974 – CSR Gyprock Cornice Cement

1982 – CSR Gyprock Super Fyrchek with clay

1990 –  CSR Gyprock Jointmaster all-purpose 
compound

1991 –  CSR Gyprock Red Book - an industry  
design guide featuring selection of fire, 
acoustic and thermal wall, ceiling,  
column and beam systems released

1992 –  CSR Gyprock patented Control  
Density Technology

1998 – CSR Gyprock Wet Area Base Coat

2000 – CSR Gyprock Impactchek

2001 –  CSR Gyprock Security Wall and Freshtone ceiling 
panels

2008 –  CSR Gyprock EC08 with ReCore technology 
environmental plasterboard, certified by 
Good Environmental Choice Australia (GECA)

2009 – CSR Gyprock Superchek plasterboard

2011 –  CSR Gyprock’s premium Superchek 10mm 
plasterboard product joined EC08 with GECA 
certification

2014 –  CSR Gyprock EC08 Complete and Gyprock 
Sensitive plasterboards approved by the 
National Asthma Council’s Sensitive Choice 
program, and Optimised Core technology  
was introduced to Supaceil plasterboard

2017 –  New design guide staple - CSR Gyprock Red Book 
released

For more information on CSR Gyprock, please visit www.gyprock.com.au

gyprock.com.au/gyprocker
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This article along with the finishing and decoration of plasterboard article which 
we produced in the 32nd edition of On the Surface are a couple of significant 
achievements your Association of Walls and Ceiling Industries has provided in 
the past 6 months. We look forward to your continued support as members to 
assist you in improving the success of your business and keeping you advised of 
changes in and related to the drywall industry. If you are not a member then we 
urge you to help us to help you.
This is your industry and your association, so join today 
by filling out the form at www.awci.org.au or contact our 
national office (07 3846 5688) who will take your details 
and have your state office of the AWCI contact you, to 
join.

What you have all been waiting for
Plaster ready framing plus correct painting techniques 
and procedures.

This standard has further allowed the plastering 
contractor to be identified from the framer and the 
painter and for both those and the plastering trades 
to be responsible for their work by being able to 
more easily recognise inconsistencies, within the 
requirements of their trades.

This edition of the standard requires the head 
contractor to provide a plaster ready background.

A new appendix (E) has been created by the removal 
of a number of clauses from the body of the standard, 
similar to the following:-

Prior to fixing linings, a plaster ready background 
should be provided before commencing lining of the 
substrate.

The following common causes of uneven substrates 
should be rectified prior to handing over for the 
installation of drywall linings:
n Girder truss brackets not seated correctly.
n Twisted or bowed studs.
n Ply filler used to correct uneven studs
n Protruding noggings.
n  Steel angle braces not set in flush with the surface of 

the framing.
n Skew nails and fasteners not driven home.
n  Inconsistent machining of timber frame such as the 

stud/lintel connection.
n Poorly assembled timber or steel framing.
n  Nail plates or hold down ties not set flush with the 

framing surface.
n Pipes or wiring not correctly set back into the cavity.
n Excess insulation forced into cavity.
n Connections in steel framing not flush.
n Uneven masonry surface.
n  Truss deflections and variation between truss 

cambers.

IMPORTANT UPDATE TO AS/NZS 2589

Australian Standard Gypsum 
Linings – Application and 
finishing. April 2017

The framer has always been responsible to 
provide a frame that meets the requirements 
of the light timber framing code AS 1684 or 
the relevant metal framing specifications 
and this standard merely reinforces those 
requirements by providing the plasterer 
with a plaster ready background on which to 
fix drywall sheeting.
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Australian Standard Gypsum Linings – Application and finishing cont.

Summary of some of the other changes to the 
standard
2.6.2 Moisture Content for Australia

The maximum moisture content for seasoned timber 
framing at the time of installation of gypsum linings 
shall be less than 15%, in accordance with Appendix E 
of AS 1684.2

2.11 Joint Reinforcing and Cements for Finishing

Where woven or self-adhesive woven fibreglass joint-
reinforcing tapes are used, the joint shall be back-
blocked

2.10 Corner Bead and Edge Trim

Corner beads shall be lifted 6mm from the floor

2.9.1 Screws

Wall and ceiling screw lengths have been shown 
separately in Table 2.9.1

3.1.5 Level 5

Level 5 expectations can be compromised by dark 
colours, glancing light and gloss finishes.

3.3 Structural Movement

NOTE 2: Permanent and imposed actions in floor slabs 
cause deflections in partitions 

NOTE 4: Designers should take necessary measures to 
limit the impact of movement on gypsum linings at the 
design stage

3.4 Control Joints

Control joints and their positioning shall be determined 
at design stage and included on relevant specifications 
and diagrams including accurate details for installation 

Control joints shall be continuous through battens 
and mouldings, such as cornices, in order to maintain 
continuity.

3.5.2 Framing Spacing

3.6 Ventilation and Moisture Management

NOTE 2: Sarking should be installed where 
recommended by the roofing manufacturers

4.4.4.2.1 Butt and recessed joints – General

Butt joints on wall framing members shall only be 
suitable for Levels 3 and 4 and on ceiling framing for 
Level 3 finish.

This clause is a little difficult to understand, so we have 
endeavoured to clarify:- For walls up to 2.7m high, it 
is allowable to butt join sheets on the studs for level 
4 finishes provided the compound over the joint is 
500mm wide when sanded. It is still best practice to 
float the joint between the wall studs and is mandatory 

NOTE: For ceiling to wall junctions 
requiring square set finish, support 
framing should be provided to enable 
adequate fixing for the entire perimeter 
of the ceiling to wall junction and to 
minimize movement in the linings.

Preparing backblocks
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Australian Standard Gypsum Linings – Application and finishing cont.

to do this for a level 5 finish. All floated joints are to be 
backblocked.

When sheeting walls the standard also requires the 
longest sheets possible to be used in order to reduce 
the number of butt joints.  

When placing butt joints in walls, be mindful to place 
them in inconspicuous locations as butt joints in the 
middle of a wall attract attention and demonstrate poor 
plastering practice.

4.4.5 Finishing of gypsum plasterboard linings

(iii)  External angles shall be treated with joint cement in 
a three coat process

(iv)  Internal linings shall be treated with joint cement in 
a minimum two coat process

4.6 Fixing of Cornices

NOTE 3: Where movement in the substrate is expected 
alternative fixing methods may need to be considered 

NOTE 4: It is recommended to install cornice prior to the 
application of any skim coating to the wall to ensure 
adequate bonding of the cornice

4.7 Assessment of the Surface Condition at Handover

This section will be used to determine the visual 
appearance of the plastering at the normal viewing 
distance, finish of joints and to measure the allowable 
tolerances. It also suggests the use of a sign off form, 
which is available from the AWCI

4.7.1 General

NOTE: High intensity lighting is commonly used to 
provide light for work areas or application purposes 
but is not deemed suitable for performing a subjective 
visual inspection of interior surfaces. Inspection should 
be undertaken under normal lighting conditions  
(in the absence of critical lighting) from normal  
viewing positions.

Fastener heads

This new clause has been added to allow the compound 
to be no greater than 1mm above the surrounding 
surface, with sufficient compound applied to provide a 
gentle taper over the fastener head.

Appendix F

For many years insurance companies have insisted on 
partial sheet replacement, usually in ceilings, which has 
left the finish well below the consumers’ expectations, 
due to some of the joints being clearly visible and totally 
different to the original ceiling. This new clause gives 
the contractor support for full sheet replacement.

Summary
Regardless of what we know about the standards, the 
consumer has expectations that may vary from what 
you have been engaged to supply and unless you can 
provide some information to show them what you are 
saying is correct, they may not believe you.

Wrap up
With these changes to the standard, The Paint 
Manufacturers and the AWCI’s combined approach 

to the finishing 
and decoration of 
plasterboard, the 
trade guidelines 
booklet, pre paint 
sign off form and the 
constant improvement 
in mechanical tools, 
the drywall industry 
is better armed than 
ever to provide the end 
user and home owner 
a finished product that 
meets the requirements 
of the standard. Contact 
your state office should 

you wish to obtain information on where to obtain a 
copy of the new Standard.

The AWCI ANZ produces a booklet, called 
“trade guidelines and information” that 
many plastering contractors give the end 
user to allow them to become aware of 
just what they can expect in the finished 
product. Please ring your state office 
(inside the back cover of this magazine) 
to obtain your copy 

Butt joint on stud
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Standards Australia recently published AS ISO 16739:2017, 
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) for data sharing in the 
construction and facility management industries. This is an 
identical adoption of the international standard ISO 16739. 

AS ISO 16739 establishes a data schema and an 
exchange file format for Building Information Model 
(BIM) data. It is intended for use in architecture, 
engineering, construction and operation industries.

The adoption of this standard fits within the 
government’s wider goal of improving productivity, 
quality and sustainability within the Australian built 
environment sector. 

In March 2016 the Australasian Procurement and 
Construction Council (APCC) recommended the 
“national adoption of ISO and related BIM standards 
across the Commonwealth, and all States and 
Territories” as part of the government report Smart ICT 
- Report on the inquiry into the role of smart ICT in the 
design and planning of infrastructure.

The schema describes entities commonly found in AECO 
industries – building elements, construction systems, 
spaces, locations, projects, actors, processes, etc. – 
and the relationships between them.

AS ISO 16739 acts as an intermediary between different 
proprietary schemas. It assists software developers to 
write programs that can export IFC format files and allow 
IFC files to be imported from other applications.

The direct adoption of this international standard was 
supported by BD-104, Building Information Modelling. 
BD-104 is the Standards Australia’s mirror committee 
of ISO TC 59/SC 13, Organization of information about 
construction works.

Neil Greenstreet, Chair of BD-104, explained the 
significance of AS ISO 16739 for industry.

“The most commonly used BIM authoring applications 
in Australia are all able to import and export files in 
an IFC format. Adopting ISO 16739 as an Australian 
Standard formally recognises its value, increases 
awareness of it within the local industry and makes it 
more accessible.

“Open BIM standards such as IFC mean stakeholders 
do not have to be locked into one proprietary range 
of software products – they can choose the tools best 
suited to their specific needs and exchange their work 
with others with different needs or preferences. A 
diversity of products also stimulates competition and 
development,” said Mr Greenstreet.

Torrin Marquardt
Standards Australia
Public Affairs Officer 

Australia adopts International 
Standard for BIM Data Sharing

MEDIA RELEASE – 9 March 2017
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DWELLING UNITS APPROVED STATE TRENDS
NEW SOUTH WALES

The trend estimate 
for total number 
of dwelling units 
approved in New 
South Wales rose 
1.7% in April and has 
risen for four months. 

The trend estimate for the number of private sector 
houses rose 0.2% in April after being flat in the previous 
month.

VICTORIA
The trend estimate 
for total number 
of dwelling units 
approved in Victoria 
fell 3.2% in April and 
has fallen for three 
months. The trend 

estimate for the number of private sector houses rose 
0.3% in April and has risen for three months.

QUEENSLAND
The trend estimate 
for total number 
of dwelling units 
approved in 
Queensland rose 
3.4% in April and has 
risen for four months. 

The trend estimate for the number of private sector 
houses fell 2.0% in April and has fallen for five months.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
The trend estimate 
for total number 
of dwelling units 
approved in South 
Australia rose 1.6% in 
April and has risen for 
six months. The trend 

estimate for the number of private sector houses rose 
2.0% in April and has risen for three months.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
The trend estimate 
for total number 
of dwelling units 
approved in Western 
Australia fell 2.3% in 
April and has fallen for 
six months. The trend 

estimate for the number of private sector houses was 
flat in April after falling for 25 months.

The number of dwellings approved rose 0.1 per cent in April 2017, in trend terms, and has risen for 
three months, according to data released by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) today.  
“Dwelling approvals have been relatively stable in trend 
terms over the past three months, after falling from 
record highs in mid-2016,” said Daniel Rossi, Assistant 
Director of Construction Statistics at the ABS. “The 
April 2017 data showed that the number of dwellings 
approved is now 14 per cent below the peak in May 
2016”. 

Dwelling approvals increased in April in the Australian 
Capital Territory (3.6 per cent), Queensland (3.4 per 
cent), New South Wales (1.7 per cent), South Australia 
(1.6 per cent) and Tasmania (0.3 per cent), but 
decreased in Victoria (3.2 per cent), Western Australia 
(2.3 per cent) and the Northern Territory (2.2 per cent) in 
trend terms.

In trend terms, approvals for private sector houses fell 
0.2 per cent in April. Private sector house approvals 

rose in South Australia (2.0 per cent), Victoria (0.3 per 
cent) and New South Wales (0.2 per cent), but fell in 
Queensland (2.0 per cent). Private house approvals 
were flat in Western Australia. 

In seasonally adjusted terms, dwelling approvals 
increased by 4.4 per cent in April, driven by a rise in 
total dwellings excluding houses (8.9 per cent) and total 
house approvals (0.8 per cent).

The value of total building approved rose 2.5 per cent 
in April, in trend terms, and has risen for three months. 
The value of residential building rose 0.2 per cent while 
non-residential building rose 6.9 per cent.

Further information is available in Building 
Approvals, Australia (cat no. 8731.0) on the 
ABS website at www.abs.gov.au

Dwelling approvals rise  
0.1 per cent in April 

The AWCI has included the latest ABS approvals in this edition to highlight the current 
market conditions on a state by state basis.





Recently the AWCI Queensland inspection team were sent to a job where the 
owner, being Google informed and  one of the new vogue of owners who have 
a better understanding of what they can expect when engaging contractors, 
decided to contact us and commenced asking a number of questions that put us 
into fright mode. We attended the site and noted it to be one of the worst we have 
ever encountered. 
This work was done by a builder who assured the owner 
that everything would be ok and the plasterer would fix 
everything. 

The home was a nice old two storey dwelling with 
the first floor being renovated and the subject of our 
inspection.

In the first room we examined, we noted many problems 
including an uneven background. The builder agreed to 
remove all the wall and ceiling sheeting, stating that it 
was not his work and he had left it to others to do. He 
did agree that the workmanship was atrocious.

The next room and the rest of the house were not much 
different. The home had some rooms with a background 
of painted Burnie Board (Hardboard) and the builder 
had used stud adhesive over the painted surface 
and had sporadically fastened the sheet around the 
perimeter. There were some fastener spacings 1200mm 
apart, with the builder reasoning “the glue would hold 
it up”. 

Many fasteners were over driven and had broken 
through the paper face with some half way through 
the sheeting, rendering them totally useless. Other 
fasteners were just screwed into the sheeting and not 
connecting with the frame.

The sheeting on one wall constituted 11 pieces of 
plasterboard and to top it off an external angle from the 
bottom of the window reveal to the floor being around 
700mm had two pieces of external used, one of which 

was twisted, out of alignment and incorrectly fastened. 
In fact, all the externals were incorrectly fastened and 
could be moved around, with some having 6 staples in 
their entire length.

Sheets were joined at the edges of openings rather than 
the 200mm minimum distance from joint edge to the 
edge of the openings.  Some of the butt joints that were 
flush had stud adhesive coming up through the joint.

Poor workmanship impacts on our 
industry’s reputation

Typical wall

Patchwork
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A significant number of the 
recesses and butt joints had 
openings the thickness of a 
biro and other recessed edges 
were 6mm higher than their 
matching sheet. Corners of 
sheeting were also missing 
or fractured and the bottom 
sheets were in contact with 
the floor.

The builder expected the 
plasterer to hide and cover all 
the imperfections in a flood 
of compound, which, when 
painted, would have given the 
impression of a reasonable 
job… but only for six months, 
until the stud adhesive on 
the ceiling failed, parts of the 
ceiling collapsed and a myriad 
of other issues started to 
unfold.

The builder didn’t attend the following morning with the 
plasterer but the relevant authorities were notified, to 
ensure the owner can eventually expect their job to be 
completed satisfactorily by others.

If you have seen a house of horrors like this and photos 
to match, please share them with us.

Thank you for your immediate attention to our 
needs. We greatly appreciate you going above and 
beyond your normal duties to assist us. The report 
was really well prepared and I have no doubt it will 
assist us in our recourse to the QBCC. 

Jeremy and Kitty Hopton

Poor workmanship impacts on our industry’s reputation cont.

Butt out

Glue in joints



Another Era 

Recently a picture has come to light which shows the 
back of a sheet of CSR Plasterboard with the actual 
instructions on how to install the product. Sheeting 
was mechanically fixed in that era with stud adhesive 
coming along later.

This sheet of plasterboard is in excess of 50 years old 
and brings back memories for me as well, as I recall in 
the early 70’s I used to buy cotton jointing tape, X450 
and GBRM compounds. These compounds were so hard 
to sand that the plastering contractor ensured they were 
meticulous in applying them, to minimise sanding. 
Those were the days when the topped clouts were 
sponged rather than sanded.

When I went to high school we used slide rules as 
calculators and offices would have a comptometer 
or facet machine which were key driven mechanical 
calculators, being simply a modern type of abacus.

In the construction industry scale rules were used to 
take off blueprint plans and provide estimates. This 
developed to CAD and BIM and very efficient estimating 
packages which we use today. 

In another era, early builders and estimators had an 
incredible knowledge of planning, measuring and 
construction. There are remnants of monumental cities 
and towers built over 11,000 years ago which still are 
awe inspiring in 2017. 

Thanks to On Center Software we have a link to a 
fantastic story regarding ancient estimators. We know 
you will be amazed as you watch the story unfold.    

Here is the link  http://on.center/ae-episode1

Congratulations to CSR on their 70 years of manufacturing in Australia

Instructions on old sheet

Mayan pyramid site, Chichen Itza, the famous Kukulkan pyramid

4000 year old, 100 x 75 tablet plan, to scale!!
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PROFILE

Leonie Foster 
Change is the one constant in our world.

“Every success story is a tale of constant 
adaption, revision and change. A company 
that stands still will soon be forgotten.”  
– Sir Richard Branson  
I’ve chosen to open this article with a quote that is 
synonymous with every imaginable business model 
in today’s world.  From an individual working alone 
with limited access to knowledge and expertise to 
multi-national corporations with expansive networks, 
in-house expertise and human capital and the ability to 
source specialist skills and advice as required, we see 
growth and evolution and innovation every day – and I 
am grateful that we do!

In late 2016 the national office lost three key staff. 
That is substantial change in itself.  Losing that 
knowledge base was a challenge for several months.  
The governance baton was passed to the newly-
elected President Steve Langridge, the ANZ Executive 
Committee and Michelle Millmann the Administration 

manager to provide service to the Association’s 
stakeholders and national members, during this time.  
Their commitment, during the transition period, has 
been formally noted but it is appropriate that we extend 
a membership wide thank you once again.

Upon commencing at AWCI ANZ in late February one of 
my first objectives was to rebuild our human resources, 
and I am proud to announce that we are back to 
full strength from mid-May, and have enhanced our 
intellectual capital substantially by way of Association 
management and business best practice experience, 
journalism and event coordination, marketing and 
communication competencies, and the national 
technical and WH&S knowledge that is imperative to our 
industry needs.

From a governance perspective I am working closely 
with the ANZ Executive Committee to finalise our first 
strategic plan for a 3 – 5 year term, a review of the 
Constitution to ensure robustness and functionality to 
underpin a national Association from 2018 onwards 
and having introduced a national membership value 
proposition that opens our national membership 
proposals.  The Executive Committee members are 
focused and as always are extremely passionate and 
very committed to this industry, and are a pleasure to 
work with daily. 

From an operational and communications perspective 
the AWCI ANZ website has been reviewed by an 
external design agency and we are soon to commence 
a complete redesign, which will include a re-brand 
for AWCI ANZ. The functionality of an organisation’s 
website is paramount to being able to profile all 
services, benefits and information as a peak industry 
membership body. It is a further way to communicate 
effectively and profile our industry wins, challenges and 
benefits.

On the Surface magazine, and this is my first article 
taking its place within the 34th edition, holds a 
readership of almost 15,000. The publication has 
earned its rightful place as a highly respected and 
valued industry magazine. As a technical reference 
communique, it provides a national voice on various 
aspects impacting our industry, and allows us to 
profile State activities and showcase the outstanding 
projects that become State and National Award winners. 
It is actively supported by our manufacturers and 
suppliers and posted quarterly to the membership 
and our stakeholders throughout Australia and New 
Zealand.  What is important for us to understand is if 
our membership requires more from the magazine. We 
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Profile cont.

will be undertaking an online survey within the next 3 
months to ensure On the Surface is all it can be.

The AWCI ANZ RTO staff and steering committee have 
worked hard to establish a sound base and are looking 
to enhance current training and services across the 
states.  As Steve Langridge, in his President’s report 
has articulated, our industry is substantially short of 
workforce, across the country.  A skilled and flexible 
workforce will never appear from the skies unless our 
industry undertakes to train and ideally that means 
within our member businesses. We welcome your input 
into further development of training that meets the 
needs of our industry.

“By changing nothing, nothing changes.”  
— Tony Robbins
As an industry and in recognition of the change in skills 
demand of contractors and the evolution of product 
innovation how much is our industry changing?  It 
appears that we have been talking about the need 
and process of Licensing for more than a decade.  The 
commitment by AWCI ANZ to commission a substantial 
document to assess the economic benefits of Licensing 
is testament to the ongoing commitment from the 
National Association to drive this key objective. 
However, this will be a core project that requires 
substantial input from conversations, collaboration 
and lobbying to bring this to implementation and I look 
forward to undertaking this journey with you all.

I welcome your comments and feedback on any subject 
relative to our industry and our collective stakeholders 
and invite your attendance to our Annual Conference 
on Hamilton Island in October, as we aim to provide our 
best event yet. It will be a dynamic setting that will allow 
me to meet and greet more of our members face to face, 
something I am very much looking forward to.

During the past three months I have had the good 
fortune to receive many ‘welcome to AWCI ANZ’ phone 
calls, visits and the opportunity to meet national 
members, state staff, and work collaboratively with 
our corporate partners.  The National Association will 
continue to strengthen and enhance its role as the peak 
industry organisation representative of the Wall and 
Ceiling industries.

Leonie Foster
Executive Director
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Progress claims are one of the most 
important documents a trade contractor 
should master in order to get paid. 

The problem
Most trade contractors have made the jump to using 
accounting packages in order to keep track of their 
business and are issuing invoices out of those systems.

There is almost universal recognition of the security of 
payment legislation in each state and some belief to the 
effect that security of payment results in positive things 
happening if the invoice issued by the accounting 
software has the magic words on the bottom.

However, despite all of the hoopla about accounting 
packages and security of payment, trade contractors 
are still experiencing endless problems being paid what 
they consider to be their full entitlement on each claim 
and many builders are complaining that they would pay 
a trade contractor more if they knew what was being 
claimed for.

Techno babble
One of the key factors in this article are the differences 
between the terms used. It is important to realise there 
is a difference between an invoice, a progress claim and 
a payment claim.

An invoice is a document that comes out of an 
accounting package and is more suited to a retail 
business in that it contains a brief description of the 
goods bought and sold. They invariably do not meet the 
criteria for a progress claim or a payment claim.

A progress claim is a claim for payment under the 
contract that contains a detailed claim for work 
performed and materials supplied that complies with 
the requirements of a progress claim under the contract.

A payment claim is a progress claim that also complies 
with the provisions of the security of payment 
legislation.

What is the core of the problem?
The reality is, most invoices do not conform in any way 
to a format or provide sufficient information enabling a 
claim to be processed in a way that results in a payment 
to the trade contractor that is close to the amount 
claimed for work performed to date.

Project managers and contract administrators often 
have so much paperwork to handle at the same time, in 
order to process progress claims and to comply with the

builder’s internal accounting system in an effort to keep 
the project running and pay sub contractors.

They are not in a position to rummage through your 
files to try and work out what you are claiming for, what 
poorly expressed variations are all about and what the 
full scope of works are. They are not prepared to guess 
and they expect to receive an accurate claim and will 
return it to you for representation, which unfortunately 
prolongs payment. Some Project Managers do study 
claims microscopically in an endeavour to return them 
for representation.

Essentially, the short brief invoices coming out of 
accounting systems are not adequate to be called 
payment claims for the purposes of a construction 
contract.

Trade contractors must be aware that while the various 
accounting packages readily available are extremely 
good tools when it comes to assessing the health of 
the business and paying taxes, they are not geared to 
the particular issues in the building and construction 
industry. As a consequence – while they produce 
invoices, they do not produce progress claims or 
payment claims.

The solution
There are some very good project management 
packages that produce progress and payment claims. 
However they are expensive.

There is an online option that follows the old traditional 
format. However, it suffers from the issue that the 
builder can access the system and make changes to 
your documents.

The best alternative is to become adept at the use of 
spreadsheets. They are the most cost effective means of 
preparing progress claims and payment claims.

Once you have become an expert at using spreadsheets 
there are templates available to assist you to prepare 
progress claims.

If you require assistance in regard to any of Kevin’s 
articles please contact your state office.

Kevin Avery
Specialist Consultant 

Progress claims  
- Get them right



In the last edition, AWCI Qld discussed the number 
of building contractors going into liquidation and the 
numerous reasons why they were holding out payment 
to subbies. We have observed that those members who 
have completed the Survival Course aka The Contracts 
Management Course are less affected than those who 
have not done it. One of the reasons for this may be, 
those who have attended the course wield a better 
control over the contract and understand the options 
they are able to engage during the contract period.  
This leaves them with minimal progress claims should 
the head contractor become shaky. This course has 
been highly successful with hundreds of contractors,  
at all levels having completed it. Please contact Jane in 
the office to register your interest 07 3846 5688.

The Queensland Building Plan is still being reviewed by 
the Government with the Security of payments outcome 
being a big ticket item. If successful and the project 
bank is accepted this will have a positive impact in the 
construction industry, however will still pose problems 
where the developer and head contractor are the same 
entity. Security of payment for contractors has been an 
issue for decades, so let’s hope this legislation before 
parliament is beneficial for the construction industry.  

Licencing is also part of the Queensland Building Plan 
and is also under review by the Government. The AWCI 
Qld is really keen for these legislative changes to be 
endorsed and to come into effect as we have been 
working with the Government for years and have put up 
recommendations which we have been advised, have 
been accepted, so now it’s a waiting game.

The passive fire course 
CPCCPBC4047A is being 
subsidised by Construction 
Skills Queensland. The usual 
fee for this course is $650 
however members are required 
to pay $300 and non members 
are $350. The required skills to 
do the course is to have a Cert 
III in Plastering or Carpentry, 
or can provide evidence 
of passive fire installation 

knowledge. Ring the office 07 3846 5688 to see if 
you qualify. Troy Delaine of Australian Consolidated 
Training is undertaking the training and also conducts 
recognition of prior learning (RPL), which gives passive 
fire participants the opportunity to fulfil any gap training 
they may need to undergo so they may go on to present 
their certificate to the QBCC to obtain a Certifiers 
Licence.

The Apprentice Challenge was held on Tuesday 13 June 
at TAFE Queensland Skills Tech located at 247 Bradman 
Drive Acacia Ridge. The apprentices and onlookers 
enjoyed seeing our apprentices in action and discussed 
apprenticeships with the staff. 

As usual, AWCI Qld Golf Day at Indooroopilly on Monday 
22 May was a complete sell out and no wonder… a 
perfect day, excellent food, great prizes including the 
State of Origin tickets. Sorry to those who missed out 
but we only have 132 spots so get in early next year.

Thanks to the sponsors for your support and to those 
who conducted activities on the holes which made the 
day even more entertaining. The players were most 
thankful for the bottled water supplied on the course,  
to handle the 27° Celsius autumn temperature 

And the winning team “Australian Consolidated 
Training”, from the left Steve Austin, Troy Delaine,  
Todd Atkin and James Kim, pictured below with 
Queensland President Chris Galbraith on the left.

A very special congratulations to Clinton Clark who 
scored an Eagle on Green 7. 

AROUND THE STATES

Queensland
Chris Galbraith, President, AWCI Queensland

Winners

Who wants to win?

TICKETS AVAILABLE
Awards of Excellence Gala Dinner 

Contact Jane 07 3846 5688
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Golf Day 2017
AWCINSW hosted our annual Golf Day in March this 
year once again at the spectacular Macquarie Links 
International Golf Club. The day was scheduled to run  
in concert with the AWCI NSW AGM at 7.30am - just prior 
tee off.

A full contingent of golfers teed off after some breakfast 
and the AGM. Thank you to all our sponsors and 
congratulations to all our teams for participating, the 
weather was a treat for us and the mood amongst the 
teams was nothing but fun. 

We received feedback it was a great location, great time 
of year and the venue was excellent – we expect that we 
will see you all at Macquarie Links in March, next year.

2017 AWCINSW AGM
At the AGM all positions were declared vacant and filled 
by the following un-contested nominations:

AWCINSW
NSW Executive Committee
President   - Tony Roberts
Senior Vice President  - Shane Croker
Junior Vice President  - Mal McMartin

Delegates
Maurice Langendam - USG Boral
Tony Mouritz - BGC 
Ted Kasznik  - CSR
Andrew White - Riverina Plaster Works Training
Paul Croudace - Global Trade Supplies
Paul Jones  - Cowra Plaster Works

Northumberland Branch:
President  - Simon Crossman
Vice President - Tony Roberts
Treasurer  - Bob Moxham

AWCINSW and Macpherson Kelley
Prior to the AWCINSW AGM and Golf Day Tee Off, Senior 
Association from Macpherson Kelley Lawyers, Shane 
Williamson, gave us a brief overview of some common 
issues faced by contractors in our industry.

In his overview Shane: 

Addressed common issues which arise in contract 
formation and administration, such as risks associated 
with contractors reviewing or approving design 
documents, restrictions on contractors claiming 
extensions of time, and the inclusion of conditions in 
contracts which make it more onerous for contractors to 
achieve practical completion.

He also provided a general summary of the Building 
and Construction Industry Security of Payment Act 1999, 

including the types of work covered by the Act, the 
criteria for making a payment claim under the Act and 
some tips on how to use the Act effectively.

And, he advised us about Changes to the Home 
Building Act 1989 which now explicitly provide that the 
statutory warranties in the Act apply to sub-contractors 
but that there is also an additional defence in the Act 
which arises when a contractor has relied upon written 
instructions from a professional if the professional is 
independent of the contractor.

AWCINSW are grateful for Shane’s contribution to 
our Golf Day and AGM and we believe it was valuable 
information for our contractors. 

2017 AWCINSW Awards for Excellence  
Now Open 
The AWCINSW Awards for Excellence are now open for 
all NSW entries.

These awards recognise and reward outstanding 
workmanship by contractors in NSW.  

This is an opportunity to showcase your efforts for 
the past 12 months - AWCINSW Awards for Excellence 
honour true professionals in the wall and ceiling 
industry who are dedicated to their profession. 

All nominations are judged on their own merits and 
considerations are taken into account of degrees of 
difficulty, obstacles, time restraints, and locations etc.  

All category finalists are entered into the AWICNSW 
Awards for Excellence year book and published on the 
AWCINSW website.  

The winners of each category are then selected to 
represent NSW at the AWCI ANZ Trans Tasman Awards of 
Excellence at the Hamilton Island conference in October.

We strongly encourage all wall and ceiling businesses 
across NSW to enter these awards and get the 
recognition you deserve in your industry.

Entry forms are available by going to  
www.awci.org.au/NSW/awards and downloading your 
forms or call AWCINSW on 02 9891 6188 or  
email awci_nsw@bigpond.net.au and request an entry 
form. Entries close on 18 August

Awards for Excellence Harbour Cruise 
– Saturday 2 September
AWCINSW are once again holding their Awards for 
Excellence on the MV Bella Vista on Sydney Harbour on 
Saturday 2 September. Those that have attended our 
harbour cruise in the past know how spectacular an 
afternoon on Sydney Harbour can be and what better 
way see it than on the MV Bella Vista glass boat.  

AROUND THE STATES

New South Wales
Tony Roberts, President, AWCI New South Wales
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Lunch and refreshments are included in the ticket.  We 
invite all wall and ceiling liners across NSW to come 
and join us on Saturday 2 September from midday 
till 4.00pm for a great afternoon on Sydney Harbour.  
Further information can be found by going to  
www.awci.org.au/NSW/awards or call AWCINSW  
on 02 9891 6188 or email awci_nsw@bigpond.net.au 

AWCINSW go to Trades Norwest for a  
“Meet the Tradies” open day
On Wednesday 17 May AWCINSW joined other 
associations, apprenticeship advisers and career 
advisers at the Trades Norwest Open Day. The open day 
was designed to showcase opportunities for careers in 
various trades. 

AWCINSW was flying the flag for careers in wall and 
ceiling linings and were able to give visitors to our stand 
a very positive overview of the great places a career in 
wall and ceiling linings can take you. 

Most of the visitors to the open day were young people 
in years 10, 11 and 12 who are making decisions about 
what they will do when they complete their schooling. 

AWCINSW keep a register of interested parties and 
collect CV’s of people who are considering taking up an 
apprenticeship when they complete school. 

If you are looking for an apprentice we may be able to 
assist by putting you in contact with the right person, 
alternatively, if you would like us to forward your details 
to any of our interested potential apprentices, let us 
know and we will add you to our data base.

Following on from the Trades Norwest Open Day, 
AWCINSW attended the Western Sydney Taste of Trades 
and Careers Market - Wed 24 and Thurs 25 May 2017 - 
Penrith Valley Regional Sports Centre.

Taste of Trades is an interactive program allowing 
students to try their hand at various skill and trade 
areas including wall and ceiling linings.

The Careers Market offers students the chance to 
explore and speak with professionals in the trades as 
well as further education options available to them 

through TAFE, Universities, Apprenticeship Centres, 
GroupTraining Organisations, Private Colleges, 
Professional Associations and Employers.

Both events provide a fantastic opportunity for students 
to seek the all important career and further education 
advice from a wide variety of exhibitors and industry 
experts to enable them to make informed career and/or 
further education choices and AWCINSW are proud to be 
involved with this event.

AWCINSW Training
AWCINSW offers:

CPC31211 Certificate III Wall and Ceiling Linings
Apprenticeship program

CPC31211 Single Unit competencies from the training 
package

Recognised Prior Learning Programs – 
Got the industry skills and experience but not the 
qualifications?  Call us

Electrical Test and Tag – 
Save time, money and enable you or your employees to 
do your own inhouse Electrical Test and Tag

Stilts Training – 
Keep you and your employees safe when they are using 
stilts and keep your business safe and compliant with 
AWCINSW’s stilts training 

Insulation Installation Training – 
want the pathway to getting on the Clean Energy 
Council as an accredited installer of insulation, contact 
AWCINSW for training opportunities

Passive Fire Installation Training – 
Take the industry accredited training to ensure you 
are complying with the most recent requirements for 
Passive Fire Systems Installations

Please contact AWCINSW on 02 9891 6188 for the above 
or any other training opportunities.

AWCINSW – Your Industry, Your Training Provider 

New South Wales cont.
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Membership Forums 
Tech Talk – A panel of Technical Experts from within 
Industry have formed a panel and are available to 
answer questions, advise the recent changes to Industry 
AS2589 standards and communicate common errors 
identified on an everyday basis.  

For registration and further information contact AWCIV 
03 9553 6363.

State of the Industry  
The population of Victoria was expected to reach  
six million by 2016 and will exceed seven million over 
the next 10 years (up 19 per cent). This growth has been 
a strong driver for construction activity in the state.

Construction Industry Classification 

The Construction industry is dominated by small 
businesses (99%): that is, firms with fewer than 20 
employees (including non-employing and owner/
operator businesses). Medium-sized firms (those with 
between 20 and 199 employees) account for just under 
one per cent, with only 44 large firms (those with 200 
employees or more) in Victoria, representing less than 
one per cent of the industry. 

There were almost 91,400 firms operating in the 
Construction sector in Victoria as of June 2015: the 
highest number of businesses in any industry.

In the September quarter, 2015, the value of building 
work done in Victoria (chain volume measures) was 
around $7.9 billion: a 15 per cent increase from one year 
previously. 

The building of new houses was the higher contributor 
to construction work in Victoria in September 2015, 
representing about one-third of total value ($2.6 
billion). 

The construction of industrial buildings was the lowest 
contributor to overall building work in September 2015, 
accounting for less than 7% of total value ($524.6 
million).

Employment in the Construction industry is forecast 
to grow by around 10% over the next five years to June 
2021: an increase of approximately 24,500 workers.

Over the longer term, employment growth is forecast to 
continue this upward trend, reaching total employment 
of around 344,700 workers in 2031. This represents a 
total growth of 41 per cent from 2016 and an addition of 
nearly 100,200 workers.

Employment in the Construction Services subsector is 
forecast to continue to grow strongly over both the short 
and longer-term. Total employment in this subsector 
is expected to reach around 182,000 workers by June 
2021: an increase of around 9 per cent, or nearly 14,900 
workers. This is forecast to rise to more than 228,200 
workers by June 2031: a total increase of 37 per cent 
from 2016 employment levels.

AWCIV are passionate about the growth of the Wall and 
Ceiling Industry.  As an association we are:

n  Encouraging young people to choose Wall and Ceiling 
Lining Occupations as their career.

n  Communicating to Career Advisors, Guardians 
and Apprentice Centres about career pathways, 
opportunities and earning potential for Wall and 
Ceiling Lining personnel.

n  Marketing Plastering as a long term career 

n  Communicating Industry Standards

n  Providing resources ie Gauges, Trade Guidelines, 
Technical Support 

Awards for Excellence  
The AWCIV Awards of Excellence Presentation is Friday 
18 August.  Entry forms are available on our webpage 
www.awci.vic.org.au. Closing date for entries is the 24 
July. 

AROUND THE STATES

Victoria
Robert Vogt, President, AWCI Victoria
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Give your work the recognition it deserves and be 
eligible to represent Victoria at the National Awards on 
Hamilton Island in October. 

Overall Category winners will receive a fully  
paid-for, personalised website and/or email banner 
advertisement design up to the value of $1000 to 
showcase their achievement.

Further information regarding entries or attending the 
event can be obtained by contacting

AWCIV office on (03) 9553 6363 or emailing  
adminvic@awci.org.au

BaSE – Business and Social Exchange – CSR 
Factory Tour
AWCIV are looking for people to join our Business 
and Social Exchange Group.  There is an opportunity 
to share business stories and learn from each other 
whilst exchanging key business advice in a social 
environment.  Our most recent BaSE event was an 
organised Tour of CSR Yarraville.  

Refer to our website for the information regarding the 
next meeting.  

For further information on any of these articles,  
please contact AWCIV on (03) 9553  6363 or email  
adminvic@awci.org.au

Victoria cont.
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State of Industry
Tasmania is still going through a widespread building 
epidemic which has been great for the state, with some 
testing times throughout. 

One of the biggest challenges has been finding the 
tradesmen to complete the majority of the Projects 
within unrealistic time frames. 

The majority of the projects are near at completion for 
the south, with the bigger building projects still to come 
later at the end of the year. 

The New $698 Million Royal Hobart Hospital Project is 
nearing start as the demolition of the old section comes 
to completion. 

The project is one of many that is about to come out of 
the ground, with three major hotels and a $400 Million 
Tasmanian University Hub set for the Hobart CBD with 
busy times ahead for the South. 

Apprentice numbers are staying very steady with 
the state employing around 105 apprentices coming 
through TasTAFE at the minute. 

With all the Government jobs about to start, apprentice 
numbers will start increasing again at the end of the 
year with apprentice hours to be policed on the hospital 
and University Projects. 

Across the North of the state is the same with a good 
mixture of Government funded projects and Private 
investors seeing the growth in the state. The housing 
sector has just had a nice boost with the Tasmanian 

Government extending the first home buyers grant for 
another year.

$698 Million redevelopment of the Royal Hobart 
Hospital and the $400 million University hub.

AROUND THE STATES

Tasmania
Warren Banks, President, AWCI Tasmania



New Members
We would like to welcome new members Matador 
Ceilings, Star Ceilings, Ceilingworks Australia and  
J Foster Plasterboard Contractors to the AWCI WA.

Membership Drive
Recently, we held a membership drive in the Busselton, 
this was attended by two existing members and 20+ 
potential new members, and it was a good opportunity 
to showcase our association and what we can do to 
assist their businesses. 

We are following up leads gained from this evening, as 
we would like to grow the AWCI WA in the southwest 
and be more present, we are looking at doing another 
in second half of the year and contact further future 
members.

We welcome Penny Cocker who has started working one 
day a week for the AWCI WA, Penny will be assisting in 
helping us grow our membership in the Southwest and 
is based in Busselton. 

Penny will be organising south west meetings every 
couple of months and will be looking for people to join 
this subcommittee, this will give the contractors in the 
south west every opportunity to get involved in industry 
matters and any concerns they have.

Penny will also assist Belinda at Malaga office when 
needed.

Industry Product Night Sundowner 
We recently held our first social event for 2017 at 
Gloucester Park. This year, we combined a Sundowner 
with an Industry Products Night, it was a great evening 
attended by 145 people and 19 exhibitors. 

Guests enjoyed the latest products and technology, 
drinks, food, racing and some great prizes and most 
importantly it was a great networking evening.

All of those attending the evening, both exhibitors and 
guests were very happy with the event and they viewed 
it as a success.

AWCI WA Golf Day – 5 May 2017

Our Annual Golf Day was held at Wembley Golf Course 
on Friday 5 May 2017. We had a great turnout of 100 

AROUND THE STATES

Western Australia
Nigel Collicott, President, AWCI Western Australia
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Technical Issues
Glancing Light issues are becoming a recurring problem, 
with the problems being put back on the Plasterer the 
majority of the time. 

This is one major issue that needs to be in planning 
from the start of construction; with not only the 
Plasterer being educated on what problems can occur 
but also educating the Builders so they can inform the 
owner of the dwelling/ Commercial project. 

All Plastering contractors need to be more diligent in 
their quoting and stipulate they have only quoted this to 
a level 4 finish unless otherwise stipulated. 

Tasmania cont.

KEY DATES
July 19 General Meeting
Aug 18 Apprentice challenge
Sept 20 General Meeting

Lindsay Cocker, Dom Stillitano and Penny Cocker
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players, most would agree that the new upgrade and 
facilities at Wembley Golf Course are top notch and the 
day ran like clockwork, the weather was perfect.

Special thanks to our Gold Sponsors Perth Plasterboard 
Centre and Studco Building Systems and our Silver 
Sponsors Fletcher Insulation we appreciate your 
support.

Thanks goes to our Novelty Hole sponsors Ceiling 
Prefab, USG Boral, James Hardie, Knauf Plasterboard 
and Rondo Building Services and to BGC Plasterboard 
for the door prizes.

Apprentice Challenge – 19  May 2017
The AWCI WA Apprentice Challenge was held at North 
Metropolitan TAFE on Friday 19 May 2017, we had nine 
apprentices, seven metropolitan and two south west 
apprentices.  We thank the employers for allowing them 
to participate in the challenge.

We would thank the following for helping us make the 
day a success:

n  Sponsors for materials - BGC Plasterboard, CSR 
Gyprock, Rondo Building Services, SP Ceilings, 
Studco Building Services and USG Boral, Wallboard 
Tools for the packs that were presented to each 
apprentice and to Topend Ceilings for sponsoring the 
lunch, we appreciate your ongoing support.

n  North Metropolitan TAFE for holding the apprentice 
challenge at your premises.

n  Our judges on Friday who judged 35% of the mark 
for Occupational Health and Safety, Planning and 
Organisation and Completed Stage Scores - David 
Robinson, Garry Whitelaw, Nigel Collicott, Kim Prout, 
Don Behets and Rob Whitehurst.

n  Judges on Monday judging 65% of the mark for 
the project – Derek Dunmall, George Yang and Rob 
Franklin. 

AWCI WA Awards of Excellence Gala Dinner
Awards of Excellence entry forms have been emailed 
to members. Please contact us if you have not received 
yours. The closing date is 21 July 2017. 

We are looking forward to receiving entries which will 
be showcased at the Gala Dinner.  The winners will 
represent Western Australia at the National Awards at 
Hamilton Island in October.

The AWCI WA Awards of Excellence Gala Dinner is being 
held on Saturday 26 August 2017 at the Crown Perth in 
the Astral Ballroom.

On the Agenda for the second half of the year is 
organising upskilling courses and drywall courses, the 
training committee will be working on these together 
with our Technical Committee for literature on Drywall 
Installation to be written.

AWCI WA will be attending the Career Expo at the Perth 
Convention Centre on 25 – 28 May to promote the Wall 
and Ceiling industry to students and parents.

Western Australia cont.

KEY DATES
Aug 26 Awards of Excellence Gala Dinner 
 – Crown Perth
Oct 8-11  National Conference – Hamilton Island
Nov AGM
Nov Sundowner – venue to be confirmed
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A fellow had just been hired as the new 
CEO of a large high tech corporation. The 
CEO who was stepping down met with him 
privately and presented him with three 
numbered envelopes. “Open these if you 
run up against a problem you don’t think 
you can solve,” he said. 

Well, things went along pretty smoothly, but 
six months later, sales took a downturn and 
he was really catching a lot of heat. 

About at his wits’ end, he remembered the 
envelopes. He went to his drawer and took 
out the first envelope. The message read 
“Blame your predecessor.” 

The new CEO called a press conference and 
tactfully laid the blame at the feet of the 
previous CEO. Satisfied with his comments, 
the press, and Wall Street responded 
positively, sales began to pick up and the 
problem was soon behind him. About a year 
later, the company was again experiencing 
a slight dip in sales, combined with serious 
product problems. Having learned from 
his previous experience, the CEO quickly 
opened the second envelope. The message 
read, “Reorganise.” 

This he did, and the company quickly 
rebounded. After several consecutive 
profitable quarters, the company once again 
fell on difficult times. The CEO went to his 
office, closed the door and opened the third 
envelope. 

The message said, “Prepare three 
envelopes.”

A boy scout says to his scout leader, 
“Sir, is this snake poisonous?”

The scout leader says, “No, that snake’s 
not poisonous at all.”

So the boy picks up the snake which 
bites him, and the boy starts to spasm 
and foam at the mouth as the other 
kids look on in horror.

The scout leader says, “But that snake 
is venomous. Poison is ingested or 
absorbed, while venom is injected. 
Let’s get it right next time, boys”

A woman has twins, and gives them up for adoption. One of them 
goes to a family in Egypt and is named ‘Amal.’ The other goes to 
a family in Spain, they name him Juan’. Years later; Juan sends a 
picture of himself to his mum. Upon receiving the picture, she tells 
her husband that she wished she also had a picture of Amal. Her 
husband responds, ‘’But they are twins. If you’ve seen Juan, you’ve 
seen Amal.’’

1. You can’t wash your eyes with soap.
2. You can’t count your hair. 
3. You can’t breathe through your nose with your tongue out. 
4. You just tried # 3. 
6.  When you did 3 you realized it was possible,  

but you looked like a dog when you did it. 
7. You’re smiling right now because you were fooled. 
8. You skipped # 5. 
9. You just checked to see if there was a 5. 
We got you!

What did the Buddhist ask the hamburger vendor?

“Make me one with everything”

So I said to my doctor “Doc, you’ve 
got to help me! I’m addicted to 
Twitter!”

“Sorry “ said the doctor “I’m not 
following you”
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